
Introduction:
This week Chance continues a new series called 'Road Signs'. Have you ever considered what Road Signs
are for? What are some of the important messages that you get via Road signs? Road Signs are to keep us
from getting lost, do you ever get lost? 
 
God uses scripture to Instruct, Inform, Direct & Communicate to us, just like Road Signs. Scripture can
help us from getting lost, and if we do get lost to help us find our way. This week we’ll continue with Part 3,
'Yield'. What's the purpose of a yield sign? What's the value of a yield sign, why is it important? Does the
Bible have any yield signs? 

Questions:
   1. What does it mean to yield? How would you define yield? Is yielding a choice you have to make?
       Do you know when to yield & what to yield to?

   2. What are some things that you may yield to? Are there things you shouldn’t yield to? Why is it
       dangerous to yield to things like emotions, temptations, lying or selfishness? 
 
   3. What are the results of yielding to the wrong things? Do you have evil desires at war within you? What
       is causing the fights & quarrels among you? Are you aware of what you are yielding to? How can you
       know if your motives are wrong when you pray? Are you convinced that God knows better than you,
       lived better than you & wants better for you? James 4:1-3

 

                                                       Message Discussion Questions
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Definition of yield sign: At a yield sign, drivers must slow down and yield the right-of-way to pedestrians
and vehicles that are approaching from another direction. 
Things we may yield to
Results of yielding to the wrong things
Friend of world = enemy of God
Things we should yield to as Christians
What is required to yield to the right things
How you can yield to the right things 

     4. Why would a 'friend of the world = an enemy of God'? Are you at risk of abandoning your relationship
         with God for the world? How would that make you an adulterer? Are you trying to live in both worlds?
         James 4:4-6
 
     5. What things are we supposed to yield to as Christians? How are the results different when you yield
         to the leadership of the Holy Spirit, yield to God's Word, yield to selflessness & yield to showing
         others grace? 
 
     6. Since you will submit to something, what is required for you to yield to the right things? If your loyalty
         has been divided between God & the world, what steps should you take so that you can be restored
         to a right relationship with God? James 4:7-10

     7. How would you define humility? How can humility help you be sure that you choose to yield to the
         right things? Do you believe what God says about you over anyone else's opinion?  Are you ready to
         yield control to God? 

Key Takeaway: Be careful what you yield to, being a friend of the world makes you an enemy of God.
What are you letting into your life?

 Summary:


